What’s up At Gilcrease?

Sacred Rain Arrow
Allan Houser
Actually…
quite a lot!
Visit Gilcrease Museum to see …

Masterworks

Experience five galleries full of treasured objects from the museum’s world-class collection of art, archives, and artifacts in Masterworks From the Gilcrease Collection.
Shoshone Falls on the Snake River
Thomas Moran
Stampede
Frederic Remington
Shell Beach at Shinnecock
William Merrit Chase
Watching the Breakers
Winslow Homer
Visit Gilcrease Museum to see …

**Creating the Modern Southwest**
Through December 31, 2017

Explore the bold colors, reduced shapes, geometric patterns, flat picture planes and modernist influences in art of the American Southwest.
The Race
Victor Higgins
Antelope Head with Pedernal
Georgia O’Keeffe
Visit Gilcrease Museum to see …

*The Essence of Place: Celebrating the Photography of David Halpern*

Through March 2018

*The Essence of Place* showcases 44 works of sublime landscapes in Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, Oklahoma and Utah.
In Charons Garden

Wichita Mountains Wildlife Refuge, Oklahoma

David Halpern, 2005
Field of Bales

Near Bartlesville, Oklahoma

David Halpern
1985
Visit Gilcrease Museum to see not only *The Essence of Place*, but *Hidden in Plain Sight: Unexpected Views of Gilcrease Museum*, Opening September 12, 2017

*Field of Lace*, by Steve Schroeder
Visit Gilcrease Museum to see …

After Removal: 
Rebuilding the Cherokee Nation

Through January 21, 2018

After Removal tells the compelling story of the rebirth of the Cherokee Nation in their “Promised Land” of Indian Territory.
George Lowery
Unknown artist
Cherokee National Female Seminary, near Park Hill
Vinson Lackey
This bag was gifted to 2nd Lt. Cave Johnson Counts, serving at Ft. Gibson, by the Cherokee warrior Tucquo, who had gained the respect of the U.S. Army during the Red Stick War of 1814.
Visit Gilcrease Museum to see …

*To Endure in Bronze*

Opening Later This Fall

*My oils will all get old and watery – that is they will look like stale molasses in time -- my watercolors will fade – but I am to endure in bronze.*

Frederic Remington
The Scalp
Frederic Remington
An Enemy That Warns

Charles Russell
An Enemy That Warns

Charles Russell
The Eagle

Henry Kirke Brown
Visit Gilcrease Museum to see …

The Signing of the Constitution

On view beginning September 15th, 2017

To commemorate the 230th anniversary of the signing of the U.S. Constitution!
Visit Gilcrease Museum to see …

the reimagined Kravis Discovery Center!
Visit Gilcrease Museum to see ... 

The Beginnings of Our Transformation!
Thanks to the citizens of Tulsa and their “Yes” votes of April 2016, Gilcrease Museum will soon be transformed into “the place to be” in Tulsa!
So what’s up at Gilcrease?
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Actually…
quite a lot!
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Come and see for yourself!
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